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ABSTRACT  

The relevance of the University system is construed through global competitiveness and 

development. There is equally an emerging trend of development being related to world class 

manpower trained with the necessary skills through world class institutions. The performance 

indicators of these institutions emphasize teaching, research, citations, industry income and 

international outlook.  Sadly, Nigerian Universities are not in the top 100 in the world. In the 

just released 2021 Web Ranking in Africa, the country ranked 27 with University of Lagos.  

Obviously, the present law students will enter a vastly different legal profession requiring 

different skill sets and competencies.  It is thus imperative for Nigerian Universities to re-align 

their teaching with these global or even regional trends. This is particularly significant as the 

2020 Covid-19 pandemic has further shown the endemic inadequacies of quality higher 

education in Nigeria. Hence, the focus of this paper is to analyze the pedagogy techniques, 

strategies and methodologies that can advance legal education in the Nigerian Universities. In 

addition to the age long lecture method, the paper proposes teaching techniques which 

promotes active learning  like students’ presentations, group work, case methods, class 

discussions, and assignments. This includes effective teaching strategies through use of 

technology and digital law libraries.  It considers new teaching methodology such as learning 

theory and learning outcomes. The paper concludes that it is only these changes that can prepare 

global future lawyers equipped for the 21st century.  
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1. INTRODUCTION  

The relevance of the University system is construed through global competitiveness and 

development. There is equally an emerging trend of development being related to world class 

manpower trained with the necessary skills through world class institutions.i Such institutions 

exhibits certain characteristics such as highly qualified staff; excellence in research; quality 

teaching; high levels of government and non-government sources of funding; international and 

highly talented students; academic freedom; well- defined autonomous governance structure 

and well-equipped facilities for teaching, research, administration and student life. The world-

class universities are recognized in part for their superior outputs. They produce well-qualified 

graduates who are in high demand in the global market and conduct leading-edge researches 

published in top scientific journals. They have an international reputation for teaching and 

research; operates within a global market and is international in many activities and continually 

benchmark with top universities and departments worldwide.ii 

Nigerian Universities are not ranked among the top 100 in the world.iii In the just released 2021 

Ranking of African Universities, the country ranked 27 with University of Lagos.iv According 

to a United Nations Education Scientific Cultural Organization (UNESCO) survey, the major 

impediments to quality higher education in Africa, including Nigeria are depreciating quality 

of teachers; research capacity deficit; inadequacies in facilities for teaching, learning and 

research; lack of regional quality assurance framework and accreditation system and slow 

adoption of ICT for delivering quality higher education.v Nigerian Universities face manifold 

challenges such as funding; academic instability; deteriorated infrastructure; quality test; 

access problem, staff/student ratio and staff/student accommodation.vi  Obviously, the Nigerian 

legal education has been affected by the above strictures.    

Relatedly, the teaching of law in Nigeria is still confined to expository tradition of academic 

law with little emphasis on developmental research. It is not multi-disciplinary in character and 

does not reflect the stark realities of legal practice. Presently, law is not taught in its social, 

political and economic contexts.vii Conversely, based on the performance indicators of world 

class institutions highlighted above, there is a changing face for the teaching of law. The 

twenty-first century students are more engaged in the learning process; with well-resourced 

law data bases; virtual learning environment; assessment and prompt feedbacks.viii  

Furthermore, the present law students will enter vastly different legal profession requiring 
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different skill sets, competencies, knowledge and values.ix How do Nigerian Universities 

reposition themselves to maintain relevance in the teaching of law? This is even more urgent 

in the aftermath of the Covid19 pandemic. The focus of this paper is to analyse the pedagogy 

techniques, strategies and methodologies that can advance legal education in the Nigerian 

Universities.  Hence, the paper is divided into four sections. The first section covers the 

introduction. The paper is contextualised in section two as pedagogy is defined. Section three 

explains new pedagogy, and analyses the new pedagogy being canvassed in the paper. Section 

four concludes the paper by proposing the way forward for Nigerian law graduates to be 

nationally-relevant and globally-competitive.   

 

2. WHAT IS PEDAGOGY? 

Pedagogy signifies the function or work of a teacher, the art or science of teaching, instructional 

methods.x It means the art, science or profession of teaching.xi This paper adopts the definition 

of pedagogy as teaching. 

 

3. NEW PEDAGOGY 

This paper is canvassing for a new teaching by exploring three variables. These are new 

teaching techniques, strategies and methodology. Teaching techniques in this context are active 

teaching techniques through students’ presentations, group work, class discussions, case 

methods and assignments. This can engender critical thinkers and solution providers of the 

future. Teaching strategies entail the use of technology such as visual learning methods like 

videos, photographs, films; power point presentations; web-based instructions; computer 

networks, online teaching  etc.  Law Libraries using digital formats, well-resourced with books 

and online journals. These will be used to promote effective education. Teaching methodology 

involve the understanding and adoption of learning theory. It includes focusing on the learning 

outcomes such as the issues students are supposed to learn. The learning outcome is the 

destination at the end of the course. Assessments is another methodology, these are checkpoints 

to ensure our students are at the right path throughout the course.  The next section discusses 

in detail each of this as a veritable tool for advancing the teaching of law. 
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3.1. Teaching Techniques 

In most Nigerian universities, lecturers use majorly the lecture mode of teaching. Studies have 

shown that students retain less than five percent of such teaching.xii Hence, world class 

institutions have gone ahead and improve their teaching techniques by adopting active learning 

instructional methods. This includes a wide range of activities that share the common element 

of involving students in doing things and thinking about the things they are doing.xiii It is used 

to engage students in thinking creatively and critical; speaking with a partner (small group or 

entire class); expressing ideas through writing; exploring personal attitudes and values, giving 

and receiving feedback and reflecting upon the learning process.xiv   

Lecturers may start to wonder, is there any problem with the lecture method since we ‘cover 

the course content.’ This is said to be not any other thing than ‘…the transfer of information 

from the notes of the lecturer to the notes of the students without passing through the mind of 

either’.xv In both regular classrooms and lecture halls, significant proportion of students 

daydream; attend casually to the lecture; engage in instant messaging on a cell phone. The 

proportion of students taking notes is rather very small. Research findings suggest that 

students’ concentration during lectures begin to decline after 10-15 minutes.xvi  

Conversely, studies have shown that discussion techniques are better than the lecture methods. 

A large meta-analysis of studies examining small group in SMET courses (Science, Math, 

Engineering, Technology) reported it produced higher achievement test courses, more positive 

student attitudes and higher level of students’ persistence.xvii A study conducted in a large-

division Biology lecture course revealed students who were taught with in class activities in 

place of some lecture time; allowed to work in students group were observed to make 

significant higher learning gains and better conceptual understanding.xviii In a similar vein, a 

National Report reiterated thus, ‘Faculty should make greater use of active modes of teaching 

and require that students take greater responsibility for their learning’.xix  

It is inevitable that as Nigerian Law Faculties, we must start to use some of these active learning 

methods in addition to the lecture mode, if we have not been doing so. It is quite noteworthy 

that there are so many of them, however, this writer will only highlight a few that that we can 

easily incorporate into our lectures.xx The first is questioning purposely and this involves 

frequent use of classroom questions. Such questions can be from the lecturer or the students. 
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In respect of the former, this shall be determined by the learning goal. Generally, questions can 

help sharpen students thinking skills; demonstrate the appreciation of theory to practice or even 

prepare the students for examination. To achieve such result, a higher degree of planning 

should go into the preparation of such discussion questions. On the latter, it can be to clear 

areas of confusion or formulate personal interaction with the course content.xxi Secondly is 

connecting course content to current events. Lecturers assign to the students the task of locating 

current news illustrating or relating to important course content and making a brief in-class oral 

presentation about the news item found. Alternatively, each student can prepare a brief synopsis 

of his or her news item for posting on electronic discussion board or course website. This helps 

students to develop a clear sense of personal relevance and significance of course content. The 

third is integrating debates into course assignments. This help students to learn to locate 

information; think critically; formulate persuasive arguments and counter arguments and 

express themselves in oral and written forms.xxii The fourth is the use of case studies, these are 

narratives designed to serve the basis for classroom discussion. As cases do not offer their own 

analysis, they are meant to test the ability of students to apply the theory they have learned to 

a ‘real world’ situation.xxiii  Fifthly, through exploring team-based learning course redesign 

(group work). The features include permanent and purposeful heterogeneous work groups, 

grading based on a combination of individual and group performance, and majority of class 

time being devoted to small group activities, the lecturer shifts from dispenser of information 

to a manager of a learning process.xxiv  

Admittedly, there may be challenges of not having enough time to cover the entire course 

content; it takes too much pre-class preparation; it is impossible to use in large class size or 

there is need for equipment support. In our view, a lecturer should just adopt the method 

suitable for him or her against the backdrop of the course he or she is teaching and use it 

systematically. Clearly, running through the active learning techniques is engaging the students 

to think critically of issues and be solution providers. This represents the basis for the adoption 

of these techniques in Universities worldwide. In a similar vein, it is imperative for Nigerian 

Universities to follow suit and raise the crop of global lawyers relevant for the twenty first 

century. 

3.2. Teaching Strategies   
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Due to the fact that most law lecturers conduct doctrinal research, they have less than a 

rudimentary knowledge of computers. The spiral effect is that the teacher who is to use modern 

information technology to impart legal education is grossly deficient in its knowledge and 

application. This constitutes incalculable harm to the development of the current legal 

education.xxv The Nigerian Universities law libraries are created as adjuncts to the central 

libraries. This is particularly true with first generation universities.xxvi The negative 

consequence is that most law libraries continue to contest for space within the main libraries.  

Hence, the section considers effective teaching strategies through the use of Information 

Technology (IT) and Law Libraries. 

3.2.1. Information Technology-based Teaching   

These include the use of legal databases such as Westlaw and LexisNexis; computer networks; 

Web-based instruction, in-class Internet access, e-mail, multi-media technology and the 

like.xxvii The views being shared by legal scholars, is that IT will continue to assimilate legal 

education at a rapid pace in the United States (US) in many respects.xxviii Whilst one might 

want to think that the assertion is only relevant to US and probably other developed countries, 

the increasing availability of IT portend it has the potential to play an important role in legal 

education. It is no longer debatable that the twenty-first teacher must incorporate computer 

technology into their teaching and law students to have well developed IT skills. 

As indicated above, there are varied types of technology. For instance, web based instruction 

entails having a homepage for the course. The lecturer can post course materials, tutorial 

exercises, lecture notes, Power Point (PP) presentations and video clips. He or she can create 

discussion forums for students and exchange e-mails. The page can also highlights important 

dates for group presentations, submission of assignments and final examinations. Multimedia 

in the lecture rooms such as projectors will allow lecturers to teach their courses with (PP) and 

enhance group presentations by the students. E mails can be created where students can access 

information on-line or even on-line provision of resources. xxix 

Some of the benefits of the use of IT include fostering on the students ability to learn by 

themselves at their own convenience. They become active participants in the learning process 

as it encourages them to post messages on discussion bulletins.xxx It promotes interactive tests 

with instant feedback to students and inspires not only student-instructor interaction but 

interaction between students outside the classroom.xxxi 
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However, as lecturers, we must appreciate that the key to effective learning is the students-

centred nature of delivery method rather than the method itself. So, IT must be used 

appropriately. It is a supplementary rather than a replacement for traditional classroom teaching 

and this should be clearly explained to the students at the beginning of the class. Another 

critical factor which is very relevant to the Nigerian students is the varying competence level 

in computing skills. Therefore, students with less IT skills should not be at a disadvantage but 

training can be organized by the Faculty.  

In spite of the funding and electricity challenges, it is imperative for the Universities to 

appreciate the reality that modern technologies will continue to revolutionize the practice, 

teaching and learning of law. To prepare our students for their future career, we must be 

familiar with information technology through the creative use of web-assisted facilities.xxxii 

Whilst this writer appreciates that private Universities are readily compliant in the use of 

technology, such cannot be said of public universities where majority of the students are 

schooling. It is gladdening to say that the Covid-19 pandemic has forced most Universities to 

use technology even if it still minimal.   

Hence, the Law Faculties can facilitate the use of information technology with these five steps. 

First, recognise the importance of information to the Faculty. Second, create an information 

technology structure that encourages the free flow of information. Thirdly, require a base level 

of computer literacy in administrative and Faculty support staff. The fourth is providing 

adequate training and learning opportunities. Fifthly, reward use of information technology 

amongst Faculty and staff. xxxiii  

3.2.2. Law Library 

Another salient teaching strategy to promote effective education is the law library. This is 

central to Law Faculties providing print and digital collections, study spaces and library 

services. Though academic law libraries have traditionally emphasised their collection sizes 

and study spaces, the most important function of the twenty first century law library is the 

services it offers to its patrons.xxxiv In other jurisdictions, law libraries have transited from wall 

of reporters and citations to exclusively online cases, move from comprehensive collections to 

highly selective collections, migration from print to online catalogues and general education of 

information technology knowledgeable students.xxxv  
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Looking within the context of the roles of law library above, are the Nigerian law libraries 

fulfilling this mandate? This writer answers this question by investigating the University of 

Lagos Library, especially the Law Library. The library was built in 1962, the same year the 

University was founded. The vision ‘is to be the primary and foremost source/vessel of reliable 

information for the University community in its quest to realize its noble vision concerning 

teaching, research and community services’.xxxvi 

The Head Reader Services was asked on the library study spaces. She responded that the 

Library was initially built to seat 600 students but presently, the University has about 50,000 

students. She said, the library response to this constraint was to decentralize. She called it 

‘Distributed Library System’ whereby each Faculty has a library within it managed by the 

Library Staff. She said it has expanded the number of students who can use the Library. Another 

area of improvement was to reorganise and create more spaces as almost 2,500 students can 

now use the library. In this instance, the Law Library was refurbished and can seat 250 law 

students. According to her a permanent solution is apparent, Tertiary Education Trust Fund 

(TERTFUND) has released fund to build another library complex which the University 

Governing Council has approved.     

On collection size, she said the University has over 500,000 which are in print and digital. She 

said that the library recognised the importance of educational resources for the law Faculty. 

According to her apart from the Law Library OPAG (Online Public Access Catalogue), the 

University has specially subscribed to nine journals for Law: Herein online, Lexis Nexis 

(Academic and Professional), Legal Pedia/Law Pavilion, Westlaw International, JSTOR, 

DOAJ, EBSCHOST, Project Muse and Science Direct. Obviously, the Law Library has a wide 

collection. 

The respondent also explained the varieties of services by the University. Apart from the usual 

Circulation and References, they offer Inter-library Loan service, current awareness service, 

Selected Dissemination of Information, Document Delivery Services, 24 hours Library Service 

during exams at the Library extension, Lap top Loan service, Cloakroom service, Visually 

Impaired Library services and Library Instruction Programme for matriculating students. Even 

with these arrays of services, she mentioned funding as a challenge.  It is our submission, that 

the University of Lagos Library, and by extension, the law library is primus inter paire in the 

nation.     
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Mindful of the fact that University of Lagos was twenty seventh in the ranking of University 

in Africa, this writer submits that it is imperative for all Law Faculties to reposition their 

libraries to effectively deliver legal education through the three parameters highlighted above. 

What collections do they have, is it majorly print or digital? What is the study space for 

students, for instance a supervised space for law students and others to study-hours of opening, 

availability etc? How do law libraries project the services it is rendering, do the students know 

about it through website, flyers placed in strategic places in the library?  

In addition, the law libraries, if it has not been doing so, need to be involved in teaching. These 

include creating student-oriented research guides and pathfinders; training Faculty, research 

assistants, students in citation formatting, research logging and application that make them 

efficient researchers. The libraries need to promote scholarship beyond the institution by 

placing lecturers’ research in blog posts and posting to the Social Science Research Network 

(SSRN) and institutional repositories.xxxvii There is need for law libraries to collaborate through 

inter-library loan, shared bibliographic utilities or multi campus delivery services. This will 

especially fasten the effectiveness of the curriculum review as library can share compilation of 

information on the challenges. Most importantly, law libraries should actively and routinely 

conduct needs assessments by reaching out to students and the Faculty through surveys, focus 

groups and one-on-one meetings. This will help the library to improve its services.xxxviii 

By and large, the Faculties of Law in this country face funding challenges. We all agree there 

is limited allocation of resources. Yet libraries are to be computerised. All digital databases are 

now licensed rather than purchased; hence libraries must continue to pay institutional 

subscription to retain access.  Due to automation of some parts of the library and online 

services, there is need for more qualified and technical staff such as an Agile Acquisition 

Department.xxxix There is a new emphasis on outcome measures in legal education. Law 

libraries are to identify and track outcomes to demonstrate how and where they add value. The 

libraries must add value to the universities by providing increased scholar productivity and 

aiding the teaching enterprise.xl These perquisites are non-negotiable as they constitute the real 

changing parameters to advance the teaching of law.  

 

3.3. TEACHING METHODOLOGY 
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Most law teachers’ instruction methodology has been characterized as the Vicarious 

Learning/Self Teaching models of the 1870s. xli The former requires students to learn 

vicariously with a rebounding learning effect. The teacher’s comments, questions and corrected 

of selected students will rub off on other students in the class. The method presupposes that the 

non-selected students know how to play along, answering the queries in their heads ad learning 

to think like lawyers by experiencing vicariously what the speaking students actually 

experience.xlii The latter model expects to figure out on their own what they need to learn and 

know. It assumes that the combination of teaching and classroom comments will enhance 

students legal reasoning, case analysis, issue spotting, drafting and policy analysis skills will 

open students mind to legal theory, allow students to understand the doctrine under study and 

encourage students to develop desired values.xliii  But do we as law teachers identify for our 

students the goals of what we are teaching? For instance, what they need to know or explain 

how to spot legal issues or perform legal analysis.xliv  

Schwartz rightly identifies the major reasons for the entrenchment of the models. According to 

him, Law Faculties hire and promote teachers based on scholarship. Lecturers’ publications are 

sacrosanct, teaching skills or effectiveness is relatively not so important. So, there is no 

incentive to be competent teachers. Arguably, the above model is easier since it requires 

relatively little class preparation time.xlv However, lecturers need to understand the learning 

theories and their implications for designing Law Faculties teaching. 

3.3.1. Learning Theories 

These are: behaviourism, cognitivism and constructivism. Foremost, three concepts are crucial 

to the learning theory-learning, instruction and transfer. First, ‘learning is a change in human 

disposition or capability which persists over a period of time, and which is not simply 

ascribable to processes of growth’.xlvi  Thus, for learning to have occurred, ‘(1) the duration of 

change is long-term rather than short-term; (2) the focus of change is the content and structure 

of knowledge in memory or the behaviour of the learner and (3) the cause of the change is the 

learner’s experience in the environment’.xlvii Thus, a Constitutional Law student has learnt the 

Rule of Law when or he or she has developed the ability to identify it or situations contrary to 

it. Secondly, instruction is ‘the deliberate arrangement of learning condition to promote the 

attainment of some intended goal’.xlviii Hence, ‘one of the primary tenets of instructional design 

is that a live teacher is not essential to all instruction’.xlix Rather, instruction includes textbooks 
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reading, computerised tests, on-line directed discussions and any other form of mediated 

delivery of learning conditions.l  So, if I tell my students to download recent materials on the 

Rule of Law in Nigeria from the internet, I am providing instruction. The third is the transfer 

of instruction, that is, ‘application of learned knowledge in new usage or situation’.li Hence, 

my Constitutional Law students must be able to appreciate and cite instances of abuse or lack 

of Rule of Law in Nigeria.   

As said above, the first learning theory is behaviourism. It has its roots in Aristotle empiricist 

view and greatest dominance in the first half of the twentieth century in the well-known works 

of Pavlov.lii  The core behaviourist belief is that learning occurs when the learner exhibits the 

proper response to a specific environmental stimulus. Hence, instruction should focus on 

strengthening connection between stimulus and response. This has influenced the development 

of Law Faculties instruction in the following ways: you assess learners to determine the point 

of instruction; instructions are sequenced so that students’ master early steps and easier 

problems early in instruction, learning can occur within and outside the classroom and 

evaluating and revising instructional materials by testing the effects on students’ performances 

and satisfaction. The key limitation of this behavioural principle is that it cannot adequately 

explain the acquisition of higher level skills or those that require a greater depth of processing 

(e.g. language development; problem solving, inference generating, critical thinking).liii 

Arguably, whilst the theory is important to Law Faculties instruction because students must 

acquire knowledge of the relevant doctrine and policy, other higher level skills indicated above 

are not covered.liv       

The second is the Cognitivism, its use as a learning theory started in the late 1950s.lv However, 

it has ancient theoretical roots and derived in part from Plato’s rationalist view that knowledge 

arises through the mind.lvi It prescribes a set of theories called ‘information processing theories’ 

which explain how the brain processes information and retains learning. It equates learning 

with the learner’s active storage of that learning in an organised, meaningful and useable 

manner in long-term memory.lvii It believes that prior learning plays a crucial role in allowing 

storage of information.lviii Invariably, it is the learner who must ultimately store and retrieve 

the learning. The crucial factor in learning is the ‘active’ involvement of the learner. There is 

need to make learning meaningful to enhance coding. It changes the learner by encouraging 

him or her to use appropriate learning strategies.lix 
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Compared to behaviourism, this learning theory addresses a different aspect of learning. It 

discusses what occurs in the brain between the brain and stimulus. The model focuses on deeper 

forms of learning and emphasises intellectual skills such as how to apply principles and use 

learned procedures, how to reason, how to combine learned principles and procedures in new 

ways to solve complex legal problems.lx 

This learning theory is still dominant and is important to Law Faculties teaching instruction in 

four ways. First, it encourages creating learning experiences that allow and encourage students 

to make connections between previously learned and new materials.lxi For instance, my 

Constitutional Law students must learn meaning and classification of constitutions before 

learning the rule of law. Secondly, it emphasises structuring, organizing and sequencing 

information to facilitate optimal processing.lxii Hence, materials are to have structures. For 

instance, Course Outline to move from foundational to main concepts. Thirdly, instructors 

should present multiple representations of materials to be learned. To help students learn 

abstract concepts, instructors should generate multiple examples so that students learn to 

identify key features and avoid confusion.lxiii  The fourth one and the most important in the 

writer’s view, is that lecturers should integrate into their teaching materials instruction that 

allows students to be active participants in their own learning. lxivFor instance, how to derive 

meaning from cases, how to spot legal issues, brainstorm on factual patterns, skillful legal 

analysis and self-check themselves, preparing deeply structured course outline and hierarchical 

relations among legal concepts studied.lxv   

The third is the constructivism and the rise parallels the development of postmodern thought 

throughout Western philosophy.lxvi It views learning and knowledge as being constructed by 

each individual from his or her experiences.lxvii Nevertheless, it shares the cognitivists’ belief 

that learning is a mental activity as well as the behaviourists’ belief in direct experiences with 

the environment.lxviii Like the other two theories, it has old roots-the rationalist philosophy of 

early twentieth century philosophers like Jean Piaget.lxix 

Despite the above, Constructivism differs from both theories because it focuses on the 

relationship between the mind and environment. In the theory, three factors are crucial to 

learning: practice in real settings (experience); the opportunity to develop personal 

interpretations of experiences (construction of meaning by the learner) and the opportunity to 

negotiate meaning (collaboration).lxx   
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The importance for Law Faculties teaching is in twofold. The first is, it obligates Lecturers to 

place learning in a real world settings.lxxi There is emphasis on clinical and externship 

experiences. In the former, students do not simply perform basic rote legal tasks, but handle 

(with coaching from an expert) difficult real world matters.lxxii  This writer remembered that a 

former Dean after a Lecture on Consumer Protection at the Faculty informing students to 

register their names with the Centre for Human Rights. In the nearest future, probably 

community residents can lodge complaints of fake products which the Centre can prosecute. In 

teaching new courses like Child Law, students will have to do internship with Office of the 

Public Defender (OPD) or similar bodies to understudy different issues affecting children 

lodged with such Organisations. Already, the Anti-Human Trafficking Legal Hub has been 

opened in the Faculty of Law, University of Lagos. It has started to recruit students’ volunteers 

from certain courses such as Human Rights, Family Law, Criminal Law, Torts etc. to work in 

the Hub. They will attend to Victims of Human Trafficking and feature in awareness creation. 

Secondly, lecturers should allow and encourage students ‘to construct their own understandings 

and then to validate them through social negotiation (with other students), these new 

perspectives’.lxxiii Such collaboration ‘enables insights and solutions to arise synergistically that 

otherwise would not come about’.lxxiv Further, it allows students both to refine their own ideas 

and measure the quality of those ideas.lxxv  

It has been rightly suggested that substantive law lecturers can still adopt this learning theory. 

For instance, lecturers teaching case reading and case analysis skills should require students 

(with guided supervision) to develop their own interpretations, discuss and compare their 

personal interpretations with other students.lxxvi  

In our view, all the learning theories are important and should guide the designing of Law 

Faculties curricula in Nigeria for our students to be relevant in the twenty first century. In fact, 

this is the norm in other Faculties of Law in other climes. Students develop basic to high level 

problem solving skills. It is left for the Law Faculties to fathom their own approaches. For 

instance, do we want to have an integrated curriculum that will consciously allow students to 

choose courses covering the three learning theories as they pass through the school for their 

legal education? This writer’s suggests that, for courses inculcating the third learning theory, 

in view of the time frame in teaching, clinical or externship should be in the second semester. 

The students would have learnt basic concepts that will prepare them for the second semester 
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training. In addition, the above suggestion of Schwartz for lecturers teaching substantive law 

courses is also tenable.      

 3.3.2. Learning Outcomes and Assessment   

In the writer’s view, these methodologies are already used by Nigerian Universities, but in an 

unstructured manner. In teaching, most Faculties measured their success by their inputs-the 

carefully chosen materials, the meticulously planned learning activity, and the brilliantly 

delivered lecture-without asking whether all the teaching is actually resulting in learning.lxxvii 

So, the question is do our teachings result in learning. This writer hazards a yes and no. The 

former response is because some of our students actually learn, graduate with top grades and 

are doing well in their chosen fields. The latter response emanates from the fact that there are 

some courses that students fail yearly.  Do we feel there is a problem or assume all the faults 

are the students?  The conscious and structured use of learning outcomes and assessment can 

improve the students learning. The outcomes and assessment driven education is crucial. 

Educational researchers have demonstrated three things. Students learn more and better when 

learning goals are clear,lxxviii where they are given opportunities to practice what they are 

learninglxxix and when they receive feedback on their learning.lxxx As lecturers, we all conduct 

tests, give assignments which are forms of assessments. However, outcome and assessment 

will make the process more explicit and systematic. This will drive selection of subject matter, 

course materials and learning activities. 

The first step in the process is to begin with the outcomes, that is, the destination of the course. 

There is need to choose and communicate to the students so as to carry them along. So how do 

we choose and articulate the learning outcomes?lxxxi First, choose significant learning 

outcomes, important concepts or ideas in the course are to be taught, skills and clinical courses 

also have thematic structures which lecturers can choose from and teach. It is also important to 

recognise that students need frequent and meaningful feedback on their progress towards the 

learning outcomes but not necessarily grades.lxxxii  Secondly, prioritise in terms of the depth 

and breadth of the topics to cover. Researches have shown that more content does not 

necessarily translate to more learning. So the lecturers must balance it, there are topics that 

breadth will be necessary whilst for some depth is fundamental. Planned carefully, learning 

ought to re-emphasise and develop thematic understanding while surveying a diverse and broad 

range of topics. The idea of teaching piecemeal and rushing students at the end of the semester 
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is not tenable. The third on outcome is to think about the students. It is important to understand 

their expectations, abilities and preferences. There is need for them to know ahead about the 

outcomes and the time frame to work. Finally, after assessing the students, the outcomes will 

only count if we use the information to improve our teaching.lxxxiii   

The second step in the process is using assessment techniques or methods. First, there is 

dialogue method. Lecturers can obtain a good deal of assessment information about the 

students participating in the dialogue. Most of us are already doing this when we engage the 

students on an issue. However, we are actually assessing without any set of questions in mind? 

Hence, we need to carefully design question with assessment in mind. Also, lecturers only 

assess the learning of students participating than the class as a whole? In order to gather 

learning of the class as a whole, we need to broaden the dialogue; this can be by the class 

voting. Again, lecturers can use this type of assessment data immediately. If the vast majority 

of the class answers correctly, you can simply provide a brief explanation and move on. If 

majority of the class is incorrect, you can backtrack, address the misconception and then move 

forward again.lxxxiv The second is the use of short multiple choice or short answer quizzes. 

Lecturers can use it to assess students’ background knowledge or understanding, precipitate 

class discussion or review materials already learned. This can be an out of class assessment. 

Another method is the use of worksheet. The questions are already prepared and students 

provide answers to it. They can then exchange their worksheets with others. The lecturers 

dictate the answers. To assess the lecturer can collect the worksheet or listen to the type of 

questions students ask after reviewing the worksheet.lxxxv  

The third method is the minute paper; this is simply asking the students a question and letting 

them provide a short written response. The lecturer collects the brief summaries and after class 

sorts them out according to the degree of understanding reflected. In class, the lecturer gives 

the class feedback based on one or two of an accurate and complete response. Also, this 

provides lecturers with powerful insights into students learning.lxxxvi Fourthly is through issue 

spotting exercises. This is basically what lecturers do when students write their exams to test 

their understanding and analytical skill.  Here, there is a prepared question, the students simply 

‘flag and label’ the issues. The lecturers can assess by going through the issues identified, 

overlooked or confused and give additional reinforcement before moving to the next topic.lxxxvii 

The fifth method is team- based work. Students work in small group and learn skills of 
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collaboration. Lecturers can assess the collaborative skill by examining the effectiveness of the 

group. Overtime, the group work will improve which lecturers should communicate to students. 

This will provide the incentives to work harder on their team process. I used the method in my 

Gender and the Law class and there were actually group presentations in class. Apart from 

developing skills, there is peer evaluation process and a means of celebrating their successes. 

Further, lecturers can ask students to list three things they have done well and one that needs 

improvement. In group presentations, the lecturer is also giving immediate assessment and 

feedback to improve students learning.lxxxviii  

According to Fines, the final examinations have a wealth of assessment information. As 

lecturers grade performance, they can use it to discover areas of strength and weakness of the 

students. Lecturers can gather data on the questions that students did well, the ones they had 

problems with. In respect of the latter, lecturers need to analyse if the students really understand 

the question, probe the materials and technique they used to prepare students for the question 

and plan well for the next semester by improving on teaching material or method related to that 

area as well as early formative assessment to identify early any challenge etc.lxxxix This is 

particularly important in those courses students fail yearly.   

Some universities have a Formal or Structured Assessment Form.xc This will enable students 

to understand the criteria by which their work will be accessed. It will facilitate self-assessment 

as students can think about their learning processes and progress or metacognition.xci Little 

wonder, lecturers go to classes with the traditional handouts which are discussed within one 

hour. In most cases, the remaining 30 minutes may not be accounted for. Do these assessment 

methods suggest something? This writer rather thinks so. Lecturers must implore at least one 

of these methods depending on the number of students and the topic they want to assess.  

 

4. CONCLUSION  

This paper analyses the gaps in the teaching of law in Nigerian Universities. Lecturers adopt 

the lecture model instead of discussion type. In the teaching strategies, there has been a dearth 

of the use of information technology based teaching particularly in public universities. Though, 

the Covid 19 pandemic has pushed minimal use of technology in all universities. Law Libraries 

are not positioned for effective delivery of legal education. All the three learning methods are 
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critical in the teaching of law. Presently, Law Lecturers concentrate on exposition of legal 

doctrines without exploring further into these methodologies. Most times, Law Lecturers, 

especially in public universities do not focus on learning outcomes and assessments. Many of 

the students are confused on the expectations in their courses and are not carried along in the 

course of the Semester on their progress track.   

A major albatross to improved teaching of law is the scarce funding of university education. In 

Nigeria, the government remains the main financier. Presently, the amount earmarked for 

education is lower than the 26 percent of government expenditure recommended by 

UNESCO.xcii At the 2015 Convocation Lecture of the University, the guest lecturer, Okebukola 

identified three key areas for this administration as top priority areas for education. These are 

teacher quality; provision of learner-friendly facilities and curriculum delivery.xciii This writer 

totally aligns with the recommendations to move the university system forward.  

As indicated above, there are performance indicators for world class institutions which 

continue to be highly competitive. Nigerian Law Faculties should appropriately benchmark 

themselves with best in the world. Apparently, the teaching of law has changed in other climes 

and we must follow this positive trend. This will lead to producing streams of nationally-

relevant and globally-competitive graduates of law.      
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